
 

 

 

 
ECF No. 423188   Date : 15.02.2024 

Notice Inviting Quotation 
Sealed quotations are invited from reputed Indian Suppliers/Firms for supply of the following 

Uniform/Items for Security Guards of the Corporation. 

Sl. 
No. 

Items Make Quantity Rate 
(Including 

GST) 

Amount 

1 Shirt Terry Cotton - 
Olive Green 
(Value of total + 
cost of Stitching + 
GST) 

Siyaram’s/ 
Gwalior 

30 (thirty)nos. 

 

i. 15(fifteen) nos. full. 

ii. 15(fifteen) nos. half. 

  

2 Terry Cotton Pant – 
Olive Green 
(Value of total Cloth 
+ cost of Stitching + 
GST 

Siyaram’s/ 
Gwalior 

30 (thirty) nos.   

3 Jersey Woolen 
(Khaki) 

Best Quality 15(fifteen) nos.   

4 Belt Waist Leather 
(Black) 

Best Quality 15(fifteen) nos.   

5 DMS Boot (Black) Best Quality 15(fifteen) pairs   

6 Sock (Khaki) Best Quality 30(thirty) pairs: 

 

i. (15(fifteen) pairs 

Woolen) 

ii. (15(fifteen) pairs 

Cotton) 

  

7 Cap Beret (Blue) Best Quality 15(fifteen) nos.   

8 Whistle Cord 
(Golden) 

Best Quality 15(fifteen) nos.   

 
Sealed quotations along with samples of cloth will be received by the Office of the  Corporation   

up to 1.30 P.M. on 29.02.2024 and will be opened at 2.00 pm. Bidders will be selected on the basis of quality  
of sample of  cloth  and  quoted rate  (not only the lowest rate).  The  Management reserves the right to reject 
any or all the quotations without assigning any reason thereof. 
Terms & Conditions 

 

1. Measurement of the employees concerned will have to be taken at the office of the corporation during 

Office hours. 

2. The above uniforms will be made from the cloth as per the approved sample. 

3. Any uniform which will not be according to the sample or as per the above specifications or without 

proper measurement as required will be rejected and replacement of the same will have to be done by 

the supplier without claiming any extra cost. 

4. Uniform will have to be delivered within 20 days from the date of receipt of the order. 

5. Payment will be made only after receipt of full uniform as per the order in full and in good condition. 

6. Documents required with quotation : Valid Trade License, GST Registration Certificate, Pan Card. 
 

      

      

      S/d 
Managing Director 

Assam Industrial Development Corporation Ltd. 
 


